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INTRODUCTION

When grandchildren and great-grandchildren gather at the family reunion,
when they stare at one another around the dinner table or across the church
campgrounds, one often experiences mixed feelings of curiosity and
consternation. How in the world did the family name get around so much? And
yet Wesleyan-Holiness scholars/ ministers and their Pentecostal counterparts are
being invited to the "table" during annual meetings and other professional
gatherings where we Oike many family reunions} acknowledge to some degree a
common ancestor, John Wesley.) We do, however, acknowledge that family lines
have indeed diverged quite a bit since those early days of the Methodist revival
due to a complex number of other influential family members, including leaders
in the American Holiness movement and the African-Pentecostal movement. 4
Nevertheless, much like children thrust toward one another by parents,
Wesleyans and Pentecostals are ultimately discovering new friends and
colleagues in spite of the differences. Perhaps all are discovering that, in spite of
different terms like Holiness, Methodist, Pentecostal and Wesleyan, we still bear
a family resemblance of sorts; perhaps one which no more than acknowledges
that these very mixed metaphors apply describe our venerable "reasonable
enthusiast" Wesley himself.5 So the differences today seem to coincide with the
Methodist revival from which the movements sprang, and the task today, faithful
discipleship, no different from Wesley's vision. The question remains how this
"playful" gathering might continue after beyond combined meetings: when the
meals are complete, the games are done, the reunion goodbyes are said, and
scholars and ministers return to respective homes. 6 Can our combined efforts
continue to engage in faithful discipleship for the sake of Christ's kingdom?
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The purpose of this article is to set forth a scheme for discussing discipleship which,
hopefully, both affirms family resemblances yet also acknowledges our differences.
Bringing Wesleyan-Holiness and Pentecostal folk together to forge linkages for faithful
discipleship may not be an easy task considering our history has not always been so
cordiaL 7 However, both groups may have a new beginning point for conversation by
consulting grandfathers John and Charles Wesley The Wesleys' desire to create a
people, shaped by an emphasis on worship and a disciplined way of living, provides a
"clue" to the conversation. Wesley's desire involves community practice as well as
personal change; bridges both devotion and discipline to provide an understanding of
how communities anchored in the Holy Spirit and communities focused on holiness
of heart and life inform one another concerning discipleship.8
This article continues first by exploring the role of community context and practice
as the best point of departure for dialog. The study then focuses on worship as one
common community practice passionately shared by Pentecostals and Wesleyans as
the best point of departure for understanding both transformed communities and
persons. The article demonstrates how worship, broadly conceived, serves as a
template for a comprehensive approach to discipleship anchored in three "liturgically
shaped" processes known as formation, discernment, and transformation. At various
points through this writing there is an intentional effort to connect the argument not
only to Wesley but also to the Pentecostal experience through research resources
from that tradition. While the author is more comfortable with the Wesleyan tradition,
a real desire exists to demonstrate the faithfulness of both traditions.
BEGINNING WITH COMMUNITY

Forging a new way of fostering the conversation negates neither issues of doctrine
nor interpretations of experience. However, following the work of George Lindbeck,
this new method attempts to move beyond the impasse often created in these
approaches. If Lindbeck is correct, arguments over doctrinal differences based on
propositional assumptions often reach a point of limited returns. 9 Framing arguments
strictly in terms of religious experience may be equally problematic, particularly when
experience is interwoven with communal shaping and interpretation. 1O Instead, one
might begin this alternative perspective by asking how both community culture and
community language informs discipleship in our different traditions. Dialog over
discipleship could begin with the communities we inhabit and the ecclesial notions
that embody both "heavenly" transformation and the daily call to the Imitation of
Christ, both notions resident within the Christian tradition. " Such an ecclesial
approach affords a hopeful framework for exploring faithful practices in communities
of the Spirit and communities of Holiness.
Determining the most appropriate method to encourage this ecclesial conversation
is tenuous. '2 One should consider an approach that will guide both critical
investigation and stimulate imaginative dialog. A point of departure may rest with a
common passion within contemporary Pentecostal and Holiness movements (as well
as our elder Wesleys): a passion for the transformative power of worship. Such a
beginning point allows us to explore a sacramental hermeneutic of worship-centered
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discipleship, which results in a broader conversation between Wesleyans and
Pentecostals over the formative, discerning and transformative acts of discipleship.
WORSHIP AS COMMON GROUND

Whether high church Anglican or expressive Pentecostal, worship provides a
common ground where all persons seek to celebrate "heaven below," and live in the
alternative reality of the Kingdom of God. In Wesley's day this worship could not be
separated from the sacramental celebration of the Lord's Supper; either through the
actual practice of the Eucharist or through Methodist music that often embodied this
sacramental reality in society gatherings and other celebrative events."
Wesley envisioned this worship-filled life, one freed by the grace of God but also
anchored in the devotion and discipline of day-to-day Methodist living. Doxology, for
Wesley and others, emphasizes the corporate context of worship as praise to God."
The broader liturgical setting that surrounded Holy Communion, generated a "world"
for the participant, a culture inhabited by the God of the Eucharist. The creation of
this world included ritual actions, the organization of space and ordering of time, as
well as some degree of involvement by the participants. " The arrangement of
furniture, including the altar, and the order of the liturgy often determined who would
and would not be a part of the "world" of the Eucharist. The Lord's Supper, in this
interpretation, becomes a transformative event in which eschatology, the new heaven,
becomes realized in the midst of the worshiping people. 16 The arrangement of the
worship "space" (from placement of the Supper, reception of the elements, and other
actions) indicates something of the representation (even nature) of heaven on earth. "
In all worship, conditioned by the liturgical framework of the Eucharist, provides a
different vision of reality; creating an alternative world that later fuels the broader
discipleship of daily Methodist living.
Such a life of open celebration and alternative living seems evident in the radical
evangelical expressions of the American Holiness Movement and Pentecostalism. As
Grant Wacker notes, early Pentecostals desired to live as if they were in another world. IB
According to Wacker, Cheryl Bridges Johns, Steve Land, and others, Pentecostal worship
includes an oral liturgy. 19 This liturgy includes embodied phenomenon, such as being
slain in the spirit or speaking in tongues, which may well signify a Pentecostal desire to
participate within and also live out an alternative, eschatalogical world of celebration
in daily life.'o Pentecostals, while resistant of formal expressions of liturgy, still maintain
some semblance of structured worship, including ritual expressions of praise,
proclamation and response reminiscent of other Christian traditions." It seems a fair
assessment that the Pentecostal tradition shares a common desire with Wesley to
participate in an alternative world through worship, an "otherness" to God's
Kingdom." In addition, like Wesley, the eschatological vision extends throughout life
so that the very holiness and power of God expressed in worship becomes the
liturgical "logic" of everyday life practiced in faithful discipleship.
Methodist scholars have long noted the interrelationship between Wesley's
emphasis of devotional practice conditioned by worship and his emphasis on
disciplined living." Similarly the radical expression of worship within Pentecostalism
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evokes an alternative way of living as C od's instruments within the world. 24 The
combined desire of worship and daily d iscipline may well provide a hermeneutical
approach to discipleship, one anchored in Wesley's sacramental sensibilities as well as
in Pentecostal practice.
FORMATION, DISCERNMENT A ND TRANSFORMATION

Liturgy and sacrament together defi ne the gathered community's entrance into the
Kingdom (during the act of worship) as well as the community's outward expression
to the broader world as a "sign" or symbol of this alternative kingdom .2s As such, the
Lord's Supper provides the exemplar of the broader act of worship and sacrament,
describing both the process and expressions of heaven below Elsewhere I have
argued that such a process may resu lt in a "liturgically-constructed self' where
Christian lives are formed via celebrative gratitude, self-sacrificial commitment and
Spirit directed transformation.26 Worship, in general, and Eucharistic celebration, in
particular, are marked by doxology (praise and celebration of Cod's grace), oblation or
sacrifice (evoked through the anamnesis or remembrance of Christ's self-sacrificial
gracious act), and epiclesis (the call and discernment of the presence of the Holy Spirit
both in the Eucharist and in the world at large).
Under-girded by a sacramental vision of the liturgically constructed self, Wesleyans
and Pentecostals might anchor their discip leship practices in three equally
complementary (and complimentary) approaches: formation , discernment and
transformation. These approaches may be seen as discrete although they share
features. However, the three approaches are better understood as liturgical "moves"
within the life of the congregation as they participate in the construal of the liturgical
self. The purpose here is to explore these three approaches, recognizing that the lines
between them are not sharp.

Formation as Christian Discipleship
Formation as a specific subset of worship-centered discipleship assumes grace is
mediated by intentional assimilation of persons into the Christian culture through a
series of established Christian practices. Persons are formed doxologically as they
participate in the total life of the faith community, often described by the discrete
practices that identify that community. By faithful (i.e. intentional) participation, persons
are shaped into Christian character and transformed by their new doxological identity.
Formation occurs as persons are socialized into the Christian faith through the life
and practices of the faith community People are transformed, personally and
communally, through the traditional practices of the Christian faith 27 As the entire
sacramental life of the congregation is modeled to some degree in all of its practices,
Christians are shaped into a doxological community Christian mediating practices
collectively shape a Christian's understanding of Cod. The practices provide a way of
responding to Cod's active presence by rehearsing a way of life that is Christian.28 The
repetitive use of these practices could shape Christian character and provided
continual transformation into holiness of heart and life. Each practice includes the
sacramental possibility of ongoing transformation through knowing Cod. Formation is
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not strictly behavior modification but includes "behavioral transformation" as well.
Obviously worship would stand at the center of Formation. This formative practice,
however, is dynamic. Jean-Jaques Suurmond cautions that Pentecostals (and I would
argue holiness folk) have struggled to find a via media between rigid "order" and
complete lack of structure, neither of which allow for a "playfulness" that shapes our
participation in God's creative and re-creative act. 29 Worship shaped around doxology,
oblation and epiclesis provides broad formative frameworks for congregants that
center them in a Eucharistic life of holiness and Spirit. As such the practices of
worship would shape the spirituality of its participants. 3o
Worship, while a necessary beginning point, is part of a larger ecology of church
practices, including the broader domains of ministry, discipleship, outreach and polity.
Many specific practices might be understood either as means of grace or "body life"
within the congregation. 3 1 Each domain of congregational life includes a formative
process and the collective interplay of all these domains reveals either a deliberate
formative life or an eclectic dissipation of confusing, contradictory practices. An array
of complementary practices, however, reveals the potential of shaping persons into a
liturgical reality consistent with the themes already addressed.
Ministers and congregational leaders from both traditions would assess church
activities in relation to their faithfulness to these larger frameworks of the sacramental
life. All practices within the church, traditional or new, could also be examined for their
formative potential. This exploration of church practices suggests a complementary
educational approach, discernment, to formative discipleship.

Discernment as Christian Discipleship
Discerning which practices are truly formative involves both critical investigation
and a constructive (or imaginative) appreciation of God's ongoing activity through the
eplicletic movements of the Holy Spirit. As the Spirit of God both binds the
congregation and sends persons into the world, discernment is both a critical and
creative assessment of the faithful life of the congregation as it draws people from the
larger social context yet engages that context both within and beyond the congregation.
Discernment, following its Latin root, discerner, is an activity of shifting and
distinguishing. Theorists may associate this act of discrimination with visual imagery, as
Charles Wood suggests, indicating distance and difference.J2 Discernment may also be
an aural activity, indicating a type of hearing that invites the person to closer attention
in order to appreciate the intricate harmonies within a musical score. Congregants
practicing discernment not only discriminate between options but also appreciate and
harmonize many of the possibilities available. Discernment, in this sense, includes
critical and constructive/ imaginative components.
Fostering critical thinking can be a difficult task in our communities. It takes
courage to release one's control of knowledge and trust the Holy Spirit to guide both
ministers and parishioners in the pursuit of truth.33 This type of thinking begins by
asking hard questions of the historical, cultural and psychological assumptions that
influence Christian life and practice. This approach may include specific challenges to
both traditions; particularly how scripture might be interpreted for use in congregations,
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as well as how certain religious experiences might be reified into normative expectations.
However, ministers and congregants may view such questions as less threatening
when framed in the light of grace and our mutual search for Cod's ongoing guidance.
Such discernment means encouraging parishioners to develop questions rather than
always providing the answers.)'
Critical discernment occurs as practitioners investigate the possibility of any new
practice contributing to the liturgical construction of the self. All practices do not
automatically qualify as means of grace. Cod's transformative grace must be evident
with the practice. Each practice, within its context, must be analyzed not only to
determine if it mediates grace but also whether it impedes Cod's grace.)S Approaches
to liberative discipleship model this aspect of discernment when congregants challenge
oppressive structures and practices in the world that impede Cod's gracious activity. )6
Pentecostal discernment acknowledges an ongoing radical reinterpretation of the
world, often in the face of third world poverty and oppression.)?
Discernment is more than critical analysis; the approach includes a constructive
thought and action (which is explored more fully in the next approach). Theorists
practicing discernment must include imagination and constructive thought. The very
process of critical discernment itself can become a sacramental act'8 Theologically,
creative discernment acknowledges the power of the Holy Spirit to empower new
structures for the sake of conveying Cod's free grace, so that the presence of Jesus
C hrist might be revealed in the most remarkable places and during the most mundane
practices. Creative discernment is an interpretive practice of naming Cod at work in
the world and also seeking the means to Cod's gracious activity. )9 Eschatalogically the
practice of creative discernment is anticipatory of the promises of Cod that are
themselves evident in practices'O
Discernment becomes an ongoing task for discipleship within the Christian
community. This approach invites an ongoing openness to contextual practices that
might, for a time, reveal Cod's grace. Identifying such practices within the community
reveals a form of constructive discernment and determining their va lidity requires
critical assessment. Cultivating the capacity to discern Cod's activity in new practices
also helps the participant to appreciate Cod's grace at work within the formative
practices. Discernment increases the faithfulness of participants as they expectantly
seek Cod's transforming grace in the means of grace. These means of grace also
suggest activities that seek to create as well as identify transformation.

Transformation as Christian Discipleship
Transformation may be seen as the overall goal of Christian discipleship. However,
it may also be seen as the Imitato Christi, the Imitation of Christ, mirroring the oblation
or sacrificial action of the liturgical self" As a form of discipleship, the purpose of
transformation may well be healing and liberating not only persons and Christian
communities, but also the larger society and all of creation."
Contemporary efforts to transform social structures and the environment include a
number of liberative attempts, including Paulo Freire's concientization') Concientization
is an educational process that not only critically discerns the existing social order, but
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also seeks to reform the order.44 Pentecostalism provides its own form of transformation
via empowerment by the Spirit. The vision (discernment) of the alternative,
doxological, kingdom of God yields an approach that indicates (like Methodists of
Wesley's day) an alternative way of living in the world. As Cheryl Bridges Johns notes
"the cognitive restructuring and changes in self image result in behavior as if God is all
powerful and in control in spite of the fact that the existing social order says
otherwise."4s This alternative "view" fuels the activity of the Christians, particularly the
marginated, toward the transformation of their world.
Transformation, within our sacramental/communal setting, is never just for
personal benefit; it is to redeem the broader creation. Persons participating in the
liturgical moves of transformative discipleship are invited to "incarnate" the very
sacramental practices they themselves engage; to become themselves a "means of
grace" for others. A transformative approach to Christian discipleship mirrors this
desire to be both transformed and transforming. Communal practices may
problematize the current social condition, revealing activities that restrict the freedom
of persons, particularly those on the margins of life. Communities then creatively
adopt strategies that are more compassionate and just; and they seek to enact these
strategies as an expression of responsible discipleship. These actions, often taken as
communal forms, lead to ongoing praxis, the continual reflection-in-action on the
various activities of compassion and justice. The power of this approach is that new
learning emerges from the attempts to create transformation, which is used to reenergize and re-focus additional transformative efforts.
COMMUNITIES IN CONVERSATION

The three approaches of formation, discernment and transformation provide a
broad understanding of discipling the liturgical self. It is an approach anchored in the
worship of our communities but also extends to suggest ways the total life of our
congregation, through devotion and discipline, seek to shape persons and transform
our world into the "new creation." Obviously these approaches are interwoven, like
strands on a rope, and mutually informative in their evoking a life that is heaven-filled,
sacrificially shaped and Spirit empowered. Formative practices shape persons into new
ways of discerning the world from a doxological perspective. Critical and constructive
discernment invites participants not only to see the critical necessity for transformation
but also to envision the creative possibility of a transformed world fueled by the
power of the Holy Spirit. Transformative practices, which rely upon discernment, are
themselves formative, socializing persons into a community that believes and works
sacrificially for transformation. These three approaches include common tasks, though
the approaches themselves are discrete enough to encourage a conversation on how
our mutual communities disciple the liturgically constructed self. Collectively the
approaches seek to form persons and communities into a new way of living and
seeing "heaven below" in our social order.
Practices may manifest themselves differently both within and between our
Christian traditions. Ultimately members of both traditions must ask how the ecclesial
practices they engage in participate in the liturgical construction of the self. Their
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criterion for assessment will be the transformative power of grace expressed and
evident in the lives of congregants. There is always a danger that these practices will
be obscured through some mixture of a lack of faithful formation, poor discernment
and/ or failed transformative praxis. The loss may result in an abandonment of any
communal or personal identity
Faithful participation and discernment, however, may encourag e ongoin g
transformation both within the individual, among the community and beyond to
society. Hopefully the utilization of these categories will draw us back to a worshipce nte red discipleship manifested through our mutual communities. The Lord's Supper
informs this communal effort. Perhaps this is only natural, for family gathe rings, for all
their playfulness, always end up around the table . whether today, the next time we
gather, or at the end of the age. This sacramental hermeneutic for ecclesial discipleship
may be a way by which communities of holiness and communities of the Spirit might
continue our dialog and discipleship until that day.
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